Venus: Planet of Love and Money
A lecture by Antonia Langsdorf, German VP of ISAR

Why is Venus Love and Money?
- Ruler of Taurus: Values, Matter, Money
- Ruler of Libra: Values, Love, Relationships

Interpreting a Love Question using Venus
- Position and aspects of Venus in the birth chart
- Position and aspects of transiting Venus and other planets to natal Venus
- Long-term predictions: movements of Venus in the progressed chart

Venus in Signs/Elements: Fire
Aries / Leo / Sagittarius
- Lustful and romantic in love.
- Not very practical with money.
- In both areas, more of a risk taker.

Venus in Signs/Elements: Earth
Taurus / Virgo / Capricorn
- Very practical.
- If not afflicted, pretty good with money.
- Not the most romantic position for love, though.
- Note: Venus is the ruler of Taurus. That’s a very good position for money and a sensuous position for love.

Venus in Signs/Elements: Air
Gemini / Libra / Aquarius
- Light Hearted and generous with money
- Flirtatious and inspiring in love.
- Note: Venus is the ruler of Libra. Does good when finding a wealthy partner.

Venus in Signs/Elements: Water
Cancer / Scorpio / Pisces
- Romantic and emotional in love.
- Can be very good with money, based on intuition (Pisces), parenting the money (Cancer), inheriting money (Scorpio).

Venus in the birth chart
Keep these basic positions of Venus in mind when you see your client’s chart. It will tell you a lot about the deeper motivation of this person concerning love and money.

Interpreting love questions by using Venus in the houses
7. House:
- Meeting new people
- Socializing
• Being approached

5. House:
• Starting a sizzling affair
• Finding a flirt through your hobbies
• Sports
• Activities with children (single parents meet other single parents)

1. House:
• Great for charisma and charm
• Good looks
• Attracting people
• Enjoy and care about personal beauty

3. House:
• Love Talk
• Love messages,
• Finding a flirt in the direct neighborhood
• Finding flirts through learning activities

8. House:
• Making a commitment
• Going deeper

9. House:
• Finding love on trips
• Through educational activities, like seminars
• Making plans for love and relationships

11. House:
• Fun and love along group activities
• Friends with benefits
• Meeting new people through your friends
• Successfully use dating platforms
• Flirting in social networks

Interpreting money questions by using Venus in the houses

2. House:
• Money is coming in
• Good decisions when shopping
• Good for inner and outer values

6. House:
• Good social contacts with colleagues in the job
• Being popular at your work
• Making money through good contacts (7th house, too!)
8. House:
- Inherit
- Marry rich

10. House:
- Making good presentations
- Business contacts pay off
- Being popular at your career
- Ask for a pay rise
- Good results in money issues

Interpreting Venus Aspects
- How do they talk about love and money?
- Useful for the birth chart as well as in transit

Great Venus Aspects

Venus conjunct North Node
- Meeting important people, finding your soul mate (transiting NN on Venus, 9 month each side, but even transiting Venus on NN in a meeting chart!)

Venus-Mars:
- Harmonious passion, always being attracted to each other and being able to fulfill each other’s desires.

Venus-Jupiter (conjunction or good aspects):
Love:
- Fulfilling, rich, enhancing and supporting experience.

Money:
- Money is coming in, do payments finally be paid, gifts, great investments with great outcome, taking on a credit for an important project

Venus-Saturn (harmonious aspects):
Love:
- Potential for long-lasting relationship. Slowly building but solid.

Money:
- Solid and wise investments. Being able to save money.

Venus-Uranus (good aspects):

Love:
- Great excitement and inspiration, fulfilling experience despite very different ages or social positions, evolutionary relationship

Money:
- Possibility to take risks with a good chance of a good outcome. Successful investments in modern technologies and digital products
Venus-Neptune (harmonious aspects):

Love:
- Romance, great love, deep inspiration.

Money:
- Great intuition for money. Good investments in art or charity.

Ambivalent Venus Aspects

Venus-Pluto (even good aspects can be dangerous).

Love:
- Pluto person often has hidden agenda.

Money:
- Big business. But look also, for hidden agendas.

Venus-Uranus conjunction:

Love:
- Super exciting but with the risk of expiring fast. Flash in the pan.

Money:
- Sudden gains or losses. Don’t make spontaneous decisions with long-lasting consequences. Don’t take on debt on a hard aspect with Uranus.

Venus-Jupiter (hard aspects):

Love:
- High expectations,
- Indulgence,
- Becoming lazy and complacent.

Money:
- Overspending on pleasure and vanity products.

Challenging Venus Aspects

Venus in hard aspects to Lilith, Saturn, Chiron, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto

- Love: Be careful! It may feel fascinating at first. But trust your senses and your intuitions, they will tell you if something’s not right. Be honest with yourself, you may not want to see the obvious. Ask good friends. Always apply the "90-Days-Rule"!
- Money: Don’t take on debt, be careful with decisions with long lasting consequences. Be ready to use your savings – make sure there are some!

Venus-Lilith
Love:
- You rank your personal freedom higher than inevitable compromises for the relationship.
- Giving your partner a hard time.
- Being unpredictable and unreliable.
- A female competitor is testing your relationship.

Money:
- You think money is not important.
- You don’t want to sell your soul and your principles for money.
- You invest your money in odd friends and creative projects and don’t care, if it pays off.

Venus-Saturn

Love:
- Feeling of loss or lack of love,
- Absence of the partner,
- Being critical of the partner or being criticized by the partner

Money:
- Deficits, loss or absence of money.
- If you asked for credit, you won’t get it.
- Not being paid.
- Not getting what you deserve.

Venus-Chiron:

Love:
- Painful love experiences, either caused by a partner going through pain or the experience itself causes pain.
- Leads to a Fuller understanding and healing of relationship patterns.

Money:
- Painful and humiliating experiences with payments.
- Losing money through high health spendings

Venus-Uranus

Love:
- Falling in love with odd people. Different social backgrounds or a steep age difference is attractive at first, but you can't work it out.
- Love at first sight, but before three months are over, it fizzles out.

Money:
- Sudden gains followed by sudden losses. Not being able to hold onto a steady account.
- Unexpected expenses.
- Risky decisions with poor outcome.

Venus-Neptune

Love:
- Secret love affairs, deception or being cheated by the partner
- Illusions about love and partnership
- Falling in love with people that wrap you in great words and fantasies, yet have no material means or grip on reality.
- They may be helpless, broke, or addicted and try to attract your compassion.
Money:
- Deception in deals, by business partners, secret money affairs.
- Having illusions and unclarity about money issues.
- Slow, hidden losses that you don’t detect at first.
- Lending money to somebody out of compassion and never getting it back.
- Investing in arts with uncertain outcome.

Venus-Pluto
Love:
- Be careful not to be manipulated.
- If somebody puts a lot of pressure on you and tries to transform you into somebody you don’t want to be, stay away from it.

Money:
- Caution: debt ahead!
- Financial decisions that you take under these aspects may cause long-term pressures and even anxieties.
- You also may be manipulated to invest in things you don’t want to.

Venus Retrograde – the Magic Pentagram
Next retrograde Period: Oct. 5th to Nov. 16th in Scorpio and Libra

Love:
- Relationships that start under this aspect, are likely to make a turn
- One person is pulling back and changing his or her mind, due to different values or indecisiveness.
- Tip: wait until Venus turns direct and hits the point of the meeting chart again: possible that the relationship gets a second chance.
- May also bring back old lovers from the past.
- Sometimes you start all over again.
- You will be confronted with the things, that didn’t work out in the past and why you and this person fell apart in the first place.

Love
Purpose:
- Learn about your relationship patterns of the past overcome those patterns that didn’t serve you well in your past.
- Venus retrograde is a time, where you should be very aware of everything that goes on in your relationship life and learn from it.

Money:
- Don’t make financial decisions or close important financial deals under Venus retrograde,
- The involved parties may change their mind.
- Similar to Mercury retrograde.
- The difference: with Venus retrograde, the uncertainty is about the values and expectations of the people concerned. They have difficulties to decide.
- With Mercury, the uncertainty is caused by a lack of information.
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